**North America East Coast and Rivers**

**Wide**

W+102  NA-C301  Passamaquoddy Bay to Nantucket
W+103  NA-C302  Cape Cod and Long Island to Albany
W+104  NA-C303  Shinnecock Bay to Lake Rudee
W+105  NA-C304  Norfolk to Bermuda to Jacksonville
W+114  NA-C310  Cape May to Winyah Bay

**North America West Coast and Hawaii**

**Wide**

W+122  NA-C603  Hawaiian Islands
W+203  NA-C612  Ensenada, MX to Cape Flattery, WA
W+204  NA-C613  Acapulco, MX to Ensenada, MX
NT+ Coverages

The Gulf and Caribbean Sea
Wide

W+106 NA-C306 Bahamas
W+107 NA-C309 Jacksonville to Fort Myers
W+109 NA-C311 Cuba, Jamaica and the Cayman Islands
W+114 NA-C401 St. Lucie Inlet to Lake Pontchartrain
W+115 NA-C402 Pensacola Bay to Cancun, MX
W+119 NA-C501 Cuba to Trinidad and Tobago
W+120 NA-C502 West Caribbean Sea

Central and South America
Wide

W+115 NA-C402 Pensacola Bay to Cancun, MX
W+148 SA-C001 Peru to PTO Vallarta to PTO Bolivar
W+151 SA-C004 Puerto Bolivar to Rio De Janeiro
W+119 NA-C501 Cuba to Trinidad and Tobago
W+120 NA-C502 West Caribbean Sea
W+107 NA-C309 Jacksonville to Fort Myers
W+106 NA-C306 Bahamas
W+109 NA-C311 Cuba, Jamaica and the Cayman Islands
W+196 SA-C006 Rio de Janeiro to Falkland Islands
W+197 SA-C007 Strait of Magellan to Golfo de Penas
W+198 SA-C008 Chile: Lima to Golfo de Penas
**North America East Coast and Rivers**

- **Wide**
  - NA-C039: Ohio and Monongahela Rivers
  - NA-C041: TN River: Paducah to Knoxville
  - NA-C045: Tombigbee Waterway and Black Warrior River
  - NA-C046: Cumberland River
  - NA-C047: Inland Circle Route: Chicago to Mobile
  - NA-C049: Mississippi and Illinois Rivers
  - NA-C040: Red and Ouachita Rivers

**The Great Lakes**

- **Wide**
  - NA-C101: Superior, Huron, North Channel and Georgian Bay
  - NA-C102: Lakes Michigan and Huron
  - NA-C103: Erie, Ontario and the Trent-Severn
Alaska and Western Canada
Wide

W+126 NA-C701 Olympia, WA to Lasqueti Island
W+127 NA-C702 Nanoose to Victoria to Cape Scott
W+128 NA-C703 Cape Caution to Portland Canal
W+129 NA-C704 Texada Island to Caamaño Sound
W+130 NA-C705 Banks Island, BC to Summer Strait, AK
W+131 NA-C801 Dixon Entrance to Icy Bay
W+132 NA-C802 Gulf of Alaska
W+133 NA-C804 Northern Alaska

Eastern Canada
Wide

W+51 EN-C402 Iceland and Faeroe Islands
W+52 EN-C154 Greenland Coasts
W+97 NA-C202 St. Lawrence, Rideau Canal and Champlain
W+99 NA-C204 Newfoundland and the Grand Banks
W+100 NA-C205 Fundy, Nova Scotia, PEI and Cape Breton
W+101 NA-C230 Gulf of St. Lawrence
W+102 NA-C301 Passamaquoddy Bay to Nantucket
W+103 NA-C302 Cape Cod and Long Island to Albany
W+104 NA-C303 Shinnecock Bay to Lake Rudee
W+207 NA-C221 Labrador and Ungava Bay
W+208 NA-C222 Hudson Bay and Hudson Strait